Smart hand gestures recognition using K-NN based algorithm for video annotation purposes
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ABSTRACT

Sign languages are the most basic and natural form of languages which were used even before the evolution of spoken languages. These sign languages were developed using various sign "gestures" that are made using hand palm. Such gestures are called “hand gestures”. Hand gestures are being widely used as an international assistive communication method for deaf people and many life aspects such as sports, traffic control and religious acts. However, the meanings of hand gestures vary among different civilization cultures. Therefore, because of the importance of understanding the meanings of hand gestures, this study presents a procedure which can translate such gestures into an annotated explanation. The proposed system implements image and video processing which are recently conceived as one of the most important technologies. The system initially, analyzes a classroom video as an input, and then extracts the vocabulary of twenty gestures. Various methods have been applied sequentially, namely: motion detection, RGB to HSV conversion, and noise removing using labeling algorithms. The extraction of hand parameters is determined by a K-NN algorithm to eventually determine the hand gesture and, hence showing their meanings. To estimate the performance of the proposed method, an experiment using a hand gesture database is performed. The results showed that the suggested method has an average recognition rate of 97%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The modern evolution of intelligent and smart applications in image processing technologies has provided significant services to the users. Normally, several human gestures are expressed by the body, head, face, arm, finger, and hands movement. However, hand gesture is the most famous and most commonly used assistive communication method. In addition, hand gestures have proven to be a robust means of communication to provide information [1].

Hand gesture recognition (HGR) is a challenging problem due to some important factors such as the unpredictable illumination conditions, uncontrolled environments, the relatively small size of the palm and the fingers, complexities of different signs, finger occlusions, and the overall complexity of the visual recognition of the hand gestures [2]. Therefore, our proposed system emphasizes on the recognition of sign words, which is a communications method using hands. This system helps in reducing the communication...
gap between the deaf people and their community via developing an HGR system which tries to annotate sign-words being captured on a video.

The availability of annotated images or videos helps to establish a critical prerequisite for the implementation of an intelligent knowledge management services designed specifically to accommodate realistic user needs [3]. Image annotation is a procedure that mobilizes the idea of sticky note which is printed on images for illustrational purposes. Similarly, video annotations are implemented on video frames instead of images to generate a note in a specific place to be used later in the recognition process [4].

In this study, K-NN machine learning algorithm is used as the core classification method. Also, a classroom is employed as a case study scene. Twenty single-hand gestures were adopted as portrayed in Figure 1. The proposed methodology begins by importing the video from a camera device and then dismantling the video to frames. Then, each frame is analyzed to extract hand gestures. Thus, when the system detects the hand gestures, it assigns a note to it. This note appears as an illustration of what is being explained by the teacher as he talks. Finally, the reassembled video; along with the illustrational comments will be displayed on an output screen.

**Figure 1. The single-hand gestures in this study**

HGR system represents an ingenious user-friendly computer-based approach that is more appealing and easier to use by the human beings. A wide area of applications may utilize gesture recognition. These applications include human machine interaction, immersive game technology, sign language etc., [5]. HGR system might be a real time or an offline system. Lee and Hong [6] designed a real-time HGR system which is based on difference image entropy obtained using a stereo camera where hand detection has been firstly conducted in a constrained environment. More specifically, a recognition system is implemented for the incoming hand images in real-time. In the detection part of their system, an implementation of a depth map employing SAD method based on right-left images obtained using a stereo camera is performed. This system senses the foreground object and executes hand detection. Then, the HGR system employs the difference of the image entropy from both the input image and the average image. Experiments using a hand gesture database (size 240) were performed to estimate the performance of the proposed system. The results showed that the suggested method had an average recognition rate of 85%.

Panwar [7] described a different type of real time HGR system. This system is based on detecting some significative shape-based features such as orientation, centroid, fingers status, thumb in case of raised or bent hand fingers and their competent location in image. The adopted approach is fully reliant on the shape parameters of the hand gesture. The video acquisition stage utilizes a web cam which works on 20 fps with intensity of 7 mega pixel. Some pre-processing steps are involved to remove the background noise.
clustering was employed to allow only hand objects or the segmented significant cluster to be processed as a previous step to preparing and computing shape-based features. This unsophisticated shape-based approach can recognize around 45 various hand gestures using 5-bit binary string, resulted as the algorithm output. However, the proposed algorithm testing was performed using 450 images. The results show approximate recognition rate of 94%.

Hikawa and Kaida [8] discussed a hardware posture recognition system using a hybrid network which consists of Hebbian network and self-organizing map (SOM). Input posture images are used to extract feature vectors, then these vectors are mapped to a lower dimensional map of SOM neurons. The Hebbian network is a feed-forward neural network with a single-layer trained with a Hebbian learning algorithm. The recognition algorithm is robust to the alteration in hand sign locations. However, it is not impregnable to alternation or scaling. Therefore, a noise was added to the training data used by SOM-Hebb classifier to enhance the robustness of the recognition algorithm against alternation and scaling. In addition, neuron culling is suggested to enhance the performance. A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is used to implement the whole system. Additionally, a novel video processing architecture is implemented as well. The system was developed to identify 24 American sign languages where all of them were hand signs. Simulations and experiments, both were used to verify the system feasibility. The experimental results showed recognition speed of 60 frames per second and accuracy rate of 97.1%. The researchers offered an innovative hardware implementation and used a very small circuit size as recommended for embedded applications.

The researchers in [9] and [10] used a different type of sensors as hardware aid to develop a HGR system. Liuet al. [9] made the first effort to combine data from inertial and vision depth sensors. These data can be used for recognizing various body movements. Combining data from both sources was performed using a complementary technique. This approach leads to a more robust recognition results compared with the positions when each sensor was used individually on its own. Similarly, Ren et al. [10] have offered new opportunities for human-computer interaction (HCI) via using Kinect sensor, which is a recently developed depth sensor. Robust HGRs still an open challenging research problem despite the excessive improvement that has been made by leveraging Kinect sensor since hand is relatively small object compared to the entire human body, with more intricate articulations and more readily influenced by segmentation errors. Consequently, their proposed system focuses on constructing a robust part-based HGR system using Kinect sensor. Also, they proposed a novel distance metric called finger-earth mover’s distance (FEMD) to figure the contrast between the hand shapes gained from the Kinect sensor in order to handle the noisy shapes. The experiments showed that the proposed system is precise (a 93.2% mean accuracy on an opposition 10-gesture dataset), effective (average 0.0750 s per frame), robust to hand articulations, orientation and scale changes or distortions. Also, the system can work in unrestricted environments (pothered backgrounds and lighting conditions).

Xie et al. [11] proposed a smart ring based on an accelerometer and a matching similarity based extendible and gestures recognition algorithm. The hand motions accelerations are collected by the 3-axis accelerometer that is incorporated in the ring which can pursue gestures in 2-D space. This approach categorizes the gestures into two types, the basic gesture which is simple and the complex gesture which is sequence combination of basic gestures. An automatic identification for a sequence of individual gestures is presented in their work by performing segmentation on the input images. To identify the basic gesture, the proposed approach calculated the average jerk in order to extract effective features. Then, the identified gesture is encoded using Johnson code. At last, the complex gesture is identified by matching the similarity between the acquired basic gesture sequences with the stored templates. A library which contains both basic and complex gestures was created, while the users can simply set and insert their own gestures with no need for pre-training. The studied model achieves a rate of 98.9% for basic gesture recognition and a rate of 97.2% for complex gesture recognition. Comparing the resulted rates with complete matching, the algorithm based on similarity matching ameliorate the complex gesture recognition rate by about 12%. So, these results have successfully legitimized the effectiveness and feasibility of the gesture decomposition and recognition algorithm based on similarity matching.

Xu et al. [12] used an accelerometers which have presented a three different gesture recognition models. These models could recognize seven different hand gestures, i.e. left, right, up, down, tick, cross, and circle, based on the input signals which come from three MEMS 3-axes accelerometers. These accelerometers reveal hand accelerations in three perpendicular directions. Then, these accelerations are transmitted via Bluetooth wireless protocol to a PC. An automatic gesture segmentation algorithm was improved to identify a sequence of individual gestures. Also, a basic feature was extracted based on sign sequence of gesture acceleration in order to compress data and to decrease the influence of dissimilarities resulted from gestures which made by different users. This approach reduced hundreds of single gesture data values to a gesture code of 8 numbers. Finally, the gesture recognition is performed by comparing the gesture
code against the stored templates. The findings of performing 72 experiments which contained a sequence of hand gestures (628 gestures in total) show that the superior model discussed in their work achieved an overall recognition accuracy of 95.6%. Also, the correct recognition accuracy of each gesture ranges from 91% to 100%. Concluding that sign sequence and template matching recognition algorithm can be employed for non-particular users’ HGR without the need for the time-consuming process of training users prior to gesture recognition.

Another technique is given by Mazumdar et al. [13] presented a comparative study between two HGR methods, a gloved hand tracking and segmentation algorithm and a free hand tracking algorithm. The gloved hand tracking algorithm is unlike the free hand tracking in that it is not dependent on any background and lighting conditions. This robust and efficient gloved hand tracking system perfectly handled many problems such as skin color detection, the complexity added from the presence of many people in front of the camera, intricate background elimination and variable lighting condition. Presented noise in the segmented image by means of dynamic background can be eliminated with the aid of this adaptive technique which was found to be efficient for the application conceived.

Also, other various approaches with no hardware equipment have been introduced for the HGR problem. A system based on KL Transforms was proposed in [14] to identify different hand gestures. Five steps were adopted: filtering the skin, cropping the palm, detecting the edges, extracting the features, and classification. Primarily the hand was detected by filtering the skin, and cropping the palm was executed to extract out only the palm portion. In order to extract the outline images of palm, the extracted image was processed by performing the Canny Edge Detection technique. After palm extraction, the hand features were extracted employing K-L Transform technique, eventually the input gesture was recognized using proper classifier. The system was tested for 10 different hand gestures, and the obtained recognizing rate was 96%. In [15], the researchers measured the distance from the hand edges to the centroid of the hand, along a number of radials spaced equally around a circle. This informed that the general “shape” of the gesture.

Moreover, another seven different algorithms for hand feature extraction, were discussed in [16]. These algorithms aimed to recognize and furthermore classify static hand gestures. Gesture vocabulary was defined, with 10 gestures, and videos from 20 persons performing the gestures for hand feature extraction were recorded. The study aims to test the robustness of all algorithms individually. Each algorithm is applied to scale, translation then rotation invariance. The analysis of both data and obtained results indicated further pre-processing on the video frames is a must in order to reduce the number of variant feature values acquired for the same hand posture. The depth video images acquired with the Kinect had low resolution with some noise, so it was inferred that some impreciseness on data recordings results from those difficulties, leading to more complicated class learning. It was found that the radial signature and the centroid distance were the best shape descriptors discussed in this paper in terms of robustness and computation complexity.

Furthermore, two-color spaces into HS-CbCr format for skin detection and averaging background are combined to solve the background problem that was introduced in [17]. The experimental results show that the proposed combined method can recognize hand gestures in good lighting conditions.

In addition, computer vision approaches were used for HGR from a video stream as proposed in [18]. The proposed framework utilized both background subtraction and skin color models for segmenting each hand-palm region in the video stream. Consequently, a fuzzy directional encoding strategy is employed on the polygonal approximation of a gesture to form features which are used to train an ANN classifier for developing a gesture prediction model.

Recently, an improved man-machine interaction by single person HGR system using Microsoft’s Kinect sensor was presented in [19]. This system used skeletal images gained from the sensor. It can extract six features from 20 body joints’ coordinates in 3D space. Gesture classification was performed using artificial neural network with back propagation learning algorithm. However, our proposed system performs four new K-NN parameters of machine learning pattern recognition field to get precise HGR for the twenty given gestures vocabulary which are used in this research. These parameters are discussed in detail in the next section.

2. RESEARCH METHOD AND PROPOSED SYSTEM

There have been abundant researches in this domain. Several methodologies were suggested such as principle component analysis (PCA) method [20], subtraction method [21], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) machine learning method [22] and other HGR methods illustrated in [5, 23]. In the context of this research, KNN machine learning algorithm is preferred for many reasons such as simple implementation, ease of use, low calculation time, distinguished performance, and recognize gestures accurately [24-26]. Therefore, KNN machine learning algorithm is used as the core system in this study. A mock lecture in a classroom was recorded. The filmed video is imported and then divided into length, and width agreed frames, at this stage it
becomes easy to handle the video as a frame buffer, each of which is considered as an image that facilitate the analysis process. Analyzing and examining each frame is needed to extract the hand gesture (HG). If a HG exists in the frame, then the system tried to perform primary editing by adding a note which interprets the embedded gestures. The defragmented frames are reassembled to be displayed after the annotation process completed. The basic block diagram of HGR system is shown in Figure 2. To clarify the system in a more detailed format the following flow chart is established.

As portrayed in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the HGR system consists of the following modules: pre-processing, features extraction and post processing. MATLAB software has been used to develop and execute the following HGR system modules as an image processing tool.
2.1. Preprocessing

This module allows the user to import/insert video in order to be processed. Basically, the preprocessing module consists of the following stages:

2.1.1. Converting video to frames

In order to simplify the processes applied to the video, it's important to fragment video into frames, since dealing with the video as frames is much easier to be handled.

2.1.2. Removing background and non-movable pixels

In this step, the system removes the background noise in order to eliminate any colour that could be similar to skin colour which may perturb the hand detection process. Thus, our system applies the subtraction method which subtracts pixel from input image to pixel in another image that is located in a number of frames far from the original frame, depending on the speed of teacher's motion. By doing so, our system neglects any fixed pixels, and keeps the movable ones including the hand.

2.1.3. Deleting the face

In this stage, the face detection function is applied in order to remove the face to eliminate any confusion might happen between hand and face.

2.1.4. Skin detection

The skin color detection is one of the major tasks in the HGR system. Skin color detection and decision principles are handled by the system. The system must take into consideration the discrimination between skin part and non-skin part pixels. This is achieved by introducing metric measurements, which measures the distance of the pixel color. This metric type is known as skin modeling. However, extracting movable pixels is not enough to recognize hand palm. Therefore, the system converts the resulted frame to the HSV color domain in order to detect skin color. There are plenty of models employed for skin detection such as RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), YCbCr (Luminance Chrominance) and HSV (Hue, Saturation Value). However, our system adopted HSV model which offer better results for segmentation applications than other methods [27, 28].

2.1.5. Removing noise

Image may have many skin surfaces seen by the camera. Since only one hand is required, the system performs an image labeling criterion in order to recognize the hand among all the skin regions. Label is essentially an integer values assigned to all skin regions pixels. When object had label, then assign the current pixel with the same label, if not then use a new label with a new integer value. After counting all labeled regions (divided image), we sort all of them in ascending order, and we take the area that have the maximum label value which we interested in because we assume that hand region is the biggest part in the image. For the sake of separating hand region, we create a new image which contain the value 1 in the positions where the maximum label occurs, and we set the other values to zero. Figure 5 shows the output of each step, from the time the video is processed until the hand is being extracted.

Figure 4. Simplified structure showing the main computational modules for HGR system
2.2. Feature extractions

Employing KNN need entry parameters in order to extract the features and identify the hand region. The proposed system adapts four parameters for this purpose.

a) Lines ratio: the ratio between the vertical and horizontal lines; If \((x_c, y_c)\) is the center point in the white hand shape,

\[
\text{Vertical line} = x_c
\]

\[
\text{Horizontal line} = y_c
\]

\[
\text{Lines ratio} = \frac{\text{Horizontal line length}}{\text{Vertical line length}}
\]

This ratio reflects hand propagation from right to left and up to down.

b) Rectangle ratio: for the rectangle circumstance that covers the hand shape and has the median point \((x_c, y_c)\), suppose that summation \(S\) of hand pixels that intersects the rectangle is computed, then rectangle ratio can be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Rectangle ratio} = \frac{s}{\text{Rectangle circumstance}}
\]

The mathematical ratio figures out the external boundary for the hand gesture. The previous two parameter ratios are illustrated in Figure 6.

c) The second order column moment, where \(\bar{c}\) is the rows’ mean

\[
\mu_{cc} = \frac{1}{\text{Hand area}} \sum_{(r,c) \in H} (c - \bar{c})^2
\]
This parameter gives information about the horizontal distribution around the rows' mean within the whole hand area.

d) The standard deviation: is a measure of the data set dispersal from its mean. The more diffusion apart the data, the higher the deviation. Standard deviation is represented as the positive square root of variance.

If we have vector X which contains the number of hand pixels at each row for the hand gesture, where n is the last row number that is less than row's mean, then:

$$s = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \text{row's mean})^2}{n-1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

As shown in Figure 7, the standard deviation reflects the dispersal of hand density from its mean. The more diffusion scattering the data, the higher the deviation.

![Figure 7. The standard deviation parameter effect](image)

2.3. Post processing

At this point the final touch to the design is added. Post processing is the annotation that describes the hand gesture. Post processing allows the user to add his own annotation by building a graphical user interface (GUI), giving the user a choice whether or not to add any suggested annotation. Figure 8 shows the annotated frame as being recommended by the user.

![Figure 8. Annotated frame](image)

3. OBSERVE AND EVALUATE

The performance of the whole system is discussed in this section based on processing time, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.

3.1. Processing time

Time evaluation in image processing and recognition phases is very essential to estimate the performance. Processing time shows leaning in the technique which has been used to recognized hand gestures. There are few factors that discriminate the results such as image quality, image size (648x480 and 1920x1080) and the parameters of recognition technique or algorithm. In training, testing, feature extraction...
and recognition of that particular image, processing time for our system is almost negligible since it achieves 2.1 ms/frame processing speed.

3.2. Effect of training pattern

This experimental assumption was made to reduce misclassification as the number of training patterns increase. There are many images of different people with skin color in the training database to enable KNN to learn in order to classify with different gesture positions. Mounting training pattern gives more effective and influential results.

In this study, confusion matrix is used to calculate the system accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. A confusion matrix [29] contains numeric data about actual and result classification that is done by the recognition machine learning algorithm. The following Table 1 shows the form of confusion matrix. Where TP is the correct predictions of the positive instance, FB is the incorrect predictions of the negative instance, FN is the correct predictions of the negative instance and TN is the incorrect predictions of the negative instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, 120 Hand Gestured images for each class were used in these experiments. Then, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for twenty classes were calculated as portrayed in Table 2 and Figure 9 depending on the following formulas.

Accuracy (7) is how close a measured value is to the actual (true) value.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} \quad (7)
\]

Sensitivity (8) which called the true positive rate measures the proportion of actual positives and is complementary to the false negative rate.

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (8)
\]

Specificity (9) is the true negative rate reflects the proportion of negatives and is complementary to the false positive rate.

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \quad (9)
\]
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, a description of a structured gesture annotation system is developed. The proposed system consists of algorithms implemented on single-person hand gesture recognition. As required in any research, we have performed an extensive research looking for various approaches for developing HGR methods. Four parameters were extracted to be the key-entries for K-NN classifier. The proposed system works in off-line mode. The system can detect single-handed individuals in the camera’s field of view accurately, then it recognizes the gesture — when they appear successfully. GUI for video annotation is also presented allowing the user to add his own description on the video. The system performance is tested on 120 hand gestures for each gesture. The experiment results showed that the suggested method had an average recognition rate of 97%. As illustrated in this research the suggested system achieves excellent results and hits an acceptable accuracy, but for more promotions, there is some small issues needed to be solved such as, video resolution affects the processing time. Also, the proposed system works with single person HGR only; another challenge was the position of hand when doing the gesture, if it is in front of the face then the system will miss classify it. HGR is a wide science field which shows continuous upgrading systems and inventions, taking this critical fact into account and due to the important application fields, there are some suggestions that can be implemented in future work, such as processing an ONLINE video, detecting multi-person hand gesture, dealing with more hand and face gestures vocabulary, building big dataset of hand gestures for more efficiency and for Robotics and computer vision.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hang loose</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call me</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>91.30</td>
<td>97.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loser</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>95.34</td>
<td>96.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi-five</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk to the hand</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good job</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>97.56</td>
<td>97.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitching a ride</td>
<td>98.33</td>
<td>95.45</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td>96.66</td>
<td>97.56</td>
<td>96.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World's smallest violin</td>
<td>93.33</td>
<td>97.36</td>
<td>91.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shocker</td>
<td>92.50</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>98.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bang bang</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ok</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole</td>
<td>95.83</td>
<td>92.10</td>
<td>97.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power to</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>88.88</td>
<td>95.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-YOU</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good luck</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>92.50</td>
<td>93.75</td>
<td>92.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>97.12</td>
<td>97.20</td>
<td>97.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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